
Abstract 
 
We are interested speech-based interfaces for a Smart 
Kiosk, a free-standing computer system which provides 
information and services to multiple people in a public 
space. Bayesian networks are an attractive modeling tool 
for human sensing, as they combine an intuitive graphical 
representation with efficient algorithms for inference and 
learning. Earlier work demonstrated that boosted 
parameter learning could be used to improve the 
performance of Bayesian network classifiers for speaker 
detection.  

In this paper we present a variation of AdaBoost based 
on max classifier selection that improves the performance 
of Bayesian network classifiers. We introduce a new 
boosting algorithm that incorporates structure learning. 
We compare its classification accuracy with that of 
classical structure learning and parameter boosting on 
fixed network structures. We present experimental results 
for speaker detection as well as experiments with the 
“chess” dataset from the UCI repository. 
 
1 Introduction 
 

Human-centered user-interfaces based on vision and 
speech present challenging sensing problems in which 
multiple sources of information must be combined to infer 
the user’s actions and intentions. Statistical modeling 
techniques therefore play a critical role in system design. 
Dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) models are an 
attractive choice, as they combine an intuitive graphical 
representation with efficient algorithms for inference and 
learning. DBNs are a class of graphical probabilistic 
models which encode dependencies among sets of 
random variables evolving in time. Examples of DBNs 
include Kalman filters and HMMs. Previous work has 
demonstrated the power of these models in fusing video 
and audio cues with contextual information and expert 
knowledge [15, 13, 3].  

Speaker detection is a particularly interesting example 
of a multi-modal sensing task which can serve as a test-
bed for DBN research. In an open mike speech-based 
interface, one needs to identify the speaker and 
discriminate speech directed to the interface from 

conversations with other users and background noise. 
Both audio- and video-based sensing can provide useful 
cues [6, 7]. Figure 4 gives an example of a DBN model 
for speaker detection. We are interested in network 
models that combine “off-the-shelf” vision and speech 
sensing with contextual cues such as the state of the inter-
action. Previous work has demonstrated promising results 
for speaker detection using the Bayesian network 
approach [15, 17].  

The challenge in applying DBN models to 
classification tasks like speaker detection is to develop 
effective discriminative learning algorithms. Classical 
parameter learning algorithms for DBN’s are 
unsupervised, in the sense that all nodes in the network 
are treated equally. However, when DBN’s are used as 
classifiers we would prefer a supervised approach, in 
which the classification node is identified and parameter 
learning can be optimized for classification performance. 
For example, in Figure 2, the S node models the classifier 
state “speaking to the interface”.  

In previous work, we used the AdaBoost algorithm 
[19] to develop a DBN parameter learner that was tuned 
for classification accuracy. In the speaker detection 
example, boosting improved the DBN classifier by 15%.  

In this paper we significantly extend these previous 
results in two ways. First, we expand the learning task to 
include structure learning. Given the nodes in the DBN 
model, we search over the set of possible graph structures. 
This allows us to compensate for possible biases or 
inaccuracies in the hand-specified graph of Figure 4. We 
present a novel algorithm for boosted structure learning 
which extends our previous results on boosted parameter 
learning. Second, we describe a mixture of experts 
interpretation of the output of AdaBoost, which leads to a 
max-based classifier selection approach. We test these 
new algorithms on the speaker detection task and the 
chess data set from the UCI repository [2]. 
 
2 Speaker Detection 
 

Detecting when users are speaking is an important 
component of an open mike speech-based user-interface. 
The challenge is to identify a speaker’s focus of attention, 
and discriminate speech directed to the interface from 
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conversations with other users and background noise. 
Both audio- and video-based sensing can provide useful 
cues.  

We assume that a speaker will be facing the kiosk, 
moving their lips, and producing speech. Visual cues can 
be useful in deciding whether the person is facing the 
kiosk and whether they are moving their lips. However, 
they are not capable on their own to distinguish a speaker 
from an active listener, who may be facing the kisok 
while smiling or nodding. Audio cues can detect the 
production of speech. However, simple audio cues can not 
distinguish speech directed to the kiosk from speech 

directed at one’s neighbors. In addition, contextual 
information describing the state of the interface also has 
bearing on speaker detection. For instance, in certain 
contexts the user may not be expected to speak at all.  

The Smart Kiosk [16, 4] provides an interface which 
allows the user to interact with the system using spoken 
commands. The public, multi-user nature of the kiosk 
application domain makes it ideal as an experimental 
setup for speaker detection task. The kiosk (see Figure 1) 
has a camera mounted on the top that provides visual 
feedback. A microphone is used to acquire speech input 
from the user. 

We have analyzed the problem of speaker detection in 
a specific scenario of the Genie Casino Kiosk. This 
version of kiosk simulates a multiplayer blackjack game 
(see Figure 8 for a screen capture.) The user uses a set of 

spoken commands to interact with the dealer (kiosk) and 
play the game.  

Audio and visual information can be obtained directly 
from the two kiosk sensors. We use a set of five “off-the-
shelf” visual and audio sensors: the CMU face detector 
[18], a Gaussian skin color detector [21], a face texture 
detector, a mouth motion detector, and an audio silence 
detector. A detailed description of these detectors can be 
found in [17]. 
 
3 Dynamic Bayesian Networks for Speaker 
Detection 
 

A Bayesian network (BN) is a graphical representation 
of a factored joint probability distribution for a set of 
random variables. Figure 2 gives an example of a BN for 
the speaker detection problem. Each node is a variable. 
The speaker node, for example, equals one whenever a 
user is speaking to the kiosk and zero otherwise. It 
influences three other hidden nodes, which describe 
whether the speaker’s face is visible and frontal, and 
whether speech is being produced. 

The six measurement nodes, drawn with dashed lines 
in Figure 2, encode video, audio, and contextual cues. The 
context node measures the current state of the user’s inter-
action with the kiosk. The other five measurement nodes 
represent the output of specific video and audio 
processing modules. Face detector, for example, is the 
binary output of the CMU Face Detector [18]. It equals 
one whenever the video input contains a frontal, upright 
face.  

 The arcs between the nodes are parameterized by 
conditional probability distributions that model 
dependencies between variables. The arc between the two 
binary variables speaker and visible, for example, stores 
the two-by-two conditional probability table (CPT), 
P(visible|speaker). We let Βθ denote the total set of CPT 
parameters. Given the CPT’s and a set of measurements, 
efficient inference algorithms can be used to compute the 
distribution over the hidden nodes given the 

Figure 1 The Smart Kiosk 

Figure 2 Static network for speaker detection 



measurements [14]. The speaker detector output is given 
by a likelihood ratio test on the speaker variable. See [17] 
for a more detailed description. 

Adding temporal dependencies between variables in a 

BN results in a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN). Figure 
3 gives an example for speaker detection. Each arc 
denotes a dependency between variables in two “slices” 
of the network at consecutive times. For example, the top-
most arc represents P(speakert|speakert-1). The probability 
distribution is defined by the parameters of the Markov 

model: the matrix A of transition probabilities and the 
initial state distribution π. 

Combining the temporal dependencies in Figure 3 with 
the static BN in Figure 2 gives the complete DBN for 
speaker detection, illustrated in Figure 4. We can 
represent the network as a tuple (Bs,θ), where Bs encodes 
the structure (i.e. the topology) of the network and 
θ={Βθ,A,π}  is the set of parameters. In these examples, 
Bs is specified manually. 

The parameters can be learned from a training data set 
D by computing 

θ∗ = arg maxθ P(D|θ)P(θ),    (1)  

 where P(θ)  is a prior distribution. When all of the nodes 
are observed, this computation can be done in closed-
form [12]. 

Learning is particularly simple for the network of 
Figure 4. Let z denote the four hidden states and y denote 
the six measurements. Let ZT = {z1,z2,…,zT} be the 
sequence of T hidden states and XT the corresponding 
sequence of measurements.  Then we have 

P(ZT,YT,θ) = P(YT | ZT, Bθ)P(ZT | A,π). 
Thus the parameters Bθ can be determined by counting 
how often particular combinations of hidden state and 
measurement values occur. In this simplest case the 
parameters are simply the counts in a histogram of the 
training data. We can further expand the second term: 
P(ZT | A,π) = Πt P(zt | zt-1, A,π). 
Thus the transition matrix A can be viewed as a second 
histogram which counts the number of transitions 
between the hidden state values over time. 
 Inference is equally straight-forward using the standard 
forward-backward algorithm. See [15] for details.  
 
 
4. Bayesian Network Classifiers 

 
DBN models are an appealing framework for complex 

inference problems because they are interpretable, 
composable, and generative. Posthoc analysis of learned 
parameters and network structure is an important source 
of insight into network performance. Such insight can be 
difficult to obtain in directly supervised learning 
approaches such as neural networks. Second, it is fairly 
easy to compose large Bayesian network models by 
combining subgraphs. This makes it possible to reuse and 
extend modeling components without retraining an entire 
model for each new problem [8]. Third, because the 
Bayesian network models a joint probability distribution, 
sampling can be used to generate synthetic data. This is 
another source of insight into network performance. 

However, the straightforward approach of learning BN 
models from training data and then applying them to a 
classification task can result in poor performance [11]. To 
understand why, consider a dataset of N records 
D={x1,…,xN}. Let xi={si, yi}, where si is the classification 
node (eg. the speaker node in Figure 2) and yi is the 
observations for record i . Substituting into Equation 1 we 
have  
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Figure 3 Temporal dependencies between the 
speaker, speech and frontal nodes 

Figure 4 Two time slices of the dynamic Bayesian 
network for speaker detection 



The classification performance of the network is 
governed by the first term in Equation 2, known as the 
conditional log likelihood. Since the parameter estimate 
maximizes the total posterior, it is not guaranteed to give 

an optimal estimate for the conditional likelihood under 
the structure BS. If the structure is incorrect, the resulting 
classifier may not generalize well during testing. 
Unfortunately, it does not seem to be possible to extend 
the closed form solutions for Equation 2 to the conditional 
likelihood term in isolation. See [11] for details. 

One solution to this problem is to use boosting to 
improve the classification performance. In the Adaboost 
algorithm of Schapire et al. [14], performance is improved 
by linearly combining a sequence of weak classifiers, 
each of which is trained to correct the mistakes of the 
previous one on the training data. In previous work [15], 
we used this approach to improve the speaker detection 
performance of the DBN classifier of Figure 4. 

The boosting algorithm for DBN parameter learning is 
illustrated in Figure 5. The key point is that boosting 
modifies the classifier design by changing the weights on 
the training data according to the classifier’s performance. 
This is attractive as it means we can retain the efficient 
parameter learning algorithms for DBNs. 

Boosting has a particularly simple interpretation for 
network of Figure 4. For simplicity, consider just the 
classifier node s (i.e. speaker) and the measurements y. 
Boosting modifies Bθ according to the distribution 
P(y|s,Dk) where Dk is the reweighted training data at 
iteration k  of boosting. Intuitively, boosting will increase 
or decrease the weighted counts in a particular bin (s=si, 
y=yj) of the histogram depending on whether the 
classification given by P(s=si| y=yj) is incorrect or 
correct. 

Similarly, boosting modifies A  according to P(st | st-1, 
Dk). Intuitively, boosting will increase or decrease the 

weighted counts for a pair of state transitions (Aij,Ajk) 
based on the classification performance for st=ej. This can 
be viewed as an error-driven duration density model for 
the Markov chain, and it seems to be the primary source 
of performance improvement in the classifier of Figure 4. 

Now consider the decision boundary between (s=0, 
y=yj) and (s=1, y=yj). Since all of the variables are 
discrete, boosting can only effect the decision by 
changing the sign at the boundary. Given some initial 

distribution of counts between the two bins, boosting will 
tend to drive the distribution towards (0.5,0.5). Until this 
threshold is reached, boosting will not change the 
decision boundary. 

As a consequence, the final classifier produced by 
averaging the reweighted classifiers may not give 
significant improvement. The combination scheme used 
in AdaBoost is illustrated in Figure 6(a). An alternative 
combination scheme which we explored in this paper is 

Figure 5 Parameter boosting for DBNs 

Figure 6 Combining classifiers (a) weighted 
average (b) max selection 



illustrated in Figure 6(b). Rather taking the average, we 
select the output of the classifier which maximizes the 
likelihood of the test probe. We can view this as a mixture 
of experts. 
 
5. Automatic Learning of Network Structure 
 
 The network structures in Figures 2, 3, and 4 were 
manually specified using knowledge about the problem 
and sensors. However, we may introduce unwanted bias 
while designing the network topology. Also, the task 
becomes harder when we start modeling more 
complicated networks with many more features. One 
solution to the problem would be to learn the network 
structure automatically from the data.   
 Structure learning for both static and dynamic 
Bayesian networks has been studied by a number of 
researchers [5, 9, 10,12]. The main objective of a 
structure learning algorithm is to find the structure that is 
best supported by the data. In order to find the best 
structure the algorithm must compare network structures 
and also search over structures in a computationally 
efficient way. If D is the dataset and Bs1 and Bs2 are two 
network structures. By computing the posterior 
probabilities for the network structures and taking their 
ratio P(Bs1|D) / P(Bs2|D)   we can rank the candidate 
structures. We can use the following equivalence 
relationship to rank the structures: 

 
If the prior over the structure is uniform then maximum 
likelihood solution will be the structure that maximizes 
the following quantity – P(D|BSi). Since the number of 
possible network structure is doubly exponential in the 
number of nodes an exhaustive search over all structures 
is not possible. Therefore, some heuristic method is 
needed to maximize P(D,BSi). For example a node 
ordering heuristic is used in K2 - a structure learning 
algorithm proposed by Cooper and Herskovits [5].  K2 is 
a greedy search algorithm that tries to find the structure 
that maximizes the data likelihood given the structure. 
This algorithm requires the knowledge of the node 
orderings of the network and the maximum number of 
parents a node can have. The algorithm restricts search for 
parents of a given node by its node number and the 
number of parents it is allowed to have. One way to over 
come the node ordering constraint is to do a MCMC 

search over node orderings and pick the node order that 
gives in the best structure in terms of data likelihood [22].  
 
6. Boosted Structure Learning 
 

Analogous to the parameter learning case, a standard 
structure learning algorithm such as K2 is not guaranteed 
to produce an optimal classifier. In this section we 
describe a new algorithm for boosting for both the 
network structure and network parameters.  
 Table 1 outlines our algorithm for boosted structure 

learning and Figure 7 gives the flow diagram. If we were 
to only boost the Bayes net parameters assuming known 
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parameter boosting 



structure we would skip structure learning step (see 
Figure 5). In our algorithm we only learn the structure for 

the static part of the network and the temporal structure is 
fully connected as specified earlier. The final classifier 
can be generated by weighted averaging or max-selection, 
as described in Section 4.  
 
7. Experiments and Results 
 
We have conducted experiments on two separate datasets 
– (i) the speaker dataset and (ii) the “chess” dataset 
available from the UCI machine learning repository [2]. 
The speaker dataset is comprised of five sequences of a 
user playing the blackjack game in the Genie Casino 

Kiosk setup. The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 
8. The sequences are of varying duration (from 2000-
3000 samples) totaling to approximately 10000 frames. 
The chess  has no temporal component to it and was 
mainly used to evaluate the performance of our algorithm 
against a standard dataset. The dataset has 36 attributes or 
features values and two output classes.   

For the speaker dataset each sequence included audio 
and video tracks recorder through a camcorder along with 
frequency encoded contextual information.  The visual 
and audio sensors were then applied to audio and video 
streams.  Because some of the sensors provide continuous 
estimates of their respective functions, decision thresholds 
were determined for each sensor that yield binary sensor 
states (e.g., silence vs. no silence.)  These discretized 
states were then used as input for the DBN model.  

The experimental results for both datasets are 
summarized in Table 2. Our first results examine the 
performance of standard structure learning on the speaker 
detection task. Figure 9 and 10 show two example of the 
learned network structures using K2 for the speaker 
dataset. We observe in the first structure that the nodes 
visible and skin are disconnected from the rest of the 
network. Because of the way the data was collected these 

Figure 7 Structure and Parameter boosting for DBNs 

Figure 8 Data collection setup for 
Genie Casino kiosk 

Figure 9 Learned Structure using original node 
ordering 

Figure 10 Learned structure using node order from 
MCMC search 



to nodes were always present, thus did not provide any 
useful information to our classifier. The first structure 
used the same node ordering as the hand-coded structure. 
The second network structure was learnt using a MCMC 
search over node orderings and picking the node order 
that resulted in the best structure in terms of data 
likelihood. From figure 10 we see that the node 
connections make sense – face detector and mouth motion 
influence the frontal face node, speech node is influenced 
by the silence detector node etc.  

 
 Speaker Dataset Chess Dataset 
Static BN 
Known structure 
No boosting 

 
69% 

 
88% 

Static BN 
Known structure 
AdaBoost 

 
69%(0%) 

 
88%(0%) 

Static BN 
Known structure 
Max selection 

 
71%(+2%) 

 
92%(+4%) 

Static BN 
Learned structure 
No boosting 

 
87%(+16%) 

 
94%(+6%) 

Static BN 
Learned structure 
AdaBoost 

 
87%(+16%) 

 
94%(+6%) 

Static BN 
Learned structure 
Max selection 

 
88%(+17%) 

 
96%(+8%) 

DBN 
Learned structure 
No boosting 

 
90%(+19%) 

 
--- 

D BN 
Learned structure 
AdaBoost 

 
91%(+20%) 

 
--- 

D BN 
Learned structure 
Max selection 

 
92%(+21%) 

 
--- 

Table 2 Experimental results for the speaker dataset and 
chess dataset 

During testing only the sensor outputs were presented 
and inference was done to obtain the values for the hidden 
nodes. Mismatch in any of the three hidden nodes 
(speaker, frontal, audio) is considered to be an error. 
Cross validation was done by choosing different training 
and test data. 
 For both the speaker and “chess” datasets, we 
measured classification accuracy for (i) static Bayesian 
network without boosting (ii) static Bayesian network 
with AdaBoost (iii) static Bayesian network with max-
selection boosting. For the speaker dataset we also 

measure the classification accuracy for (iv) dynamic 
Bayesian Network without boosting (v) dynamic 
Bayesian network with AdaBoost and (vi) dynamic 
Bayesian network with max-selection boosting.  Table 2. 
shows the performance results for both datasets. The 
number inside the parenthesis shows the improvement in 
classification accuracy from our baseline model - the 
static Bayesian network. 
 
Conclusion 
 

We extend the AdaBoost algorithm for dynamic 
Bayesian networks to include structure learning which 
produces significant performance improvement over both 
classical structure learning and boosted parameter 
learning. We believe this is the first use of boosting in 
structure learning. We also give some new insights into 
the performance of parameter boosting. Our algorithms 
have been validated on a real world speaker detection 
dataset and the standard “chess”  dataset from the UCI 
repository. 
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